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Abstract--- This paper  examines certain disturbing cultural trends in the United States, such as mass shootings 

and the phenomenon of ‘gutterpunks’ – young people from affluent homes who have chosen to live ‘homelessly’ on 

streets in American cities. The question is raised, what it is that is missing from these young people’s lives, given the 

valorization of material wealth in America and the western world generally. In the final analysis, the paper is a 

(brief) investigation of the question concerning the values that make life worth living, and the claim is made that 

‘empty materialism’, as evidenced in several cultural phenomena scrutinized here, does not embody a viable set of 

values. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
"A scope of maximum recent games inside the via and through financially wealthy US of the United States seem 

to expose that such thriving no longer extraordinary does by no means again continuously circle connected at the hip 

with human bliss, in any case, more shockingly, that it appears to give occasions that basically undermine delight 

among people. The games in inquiry are summarized within the accompanying ABC information document 

(Kenealy 2019): "the preliminary 9 months of 2019 protected at any charge 21 deadly mass shootings over the span 

of the US, wherein an entire of 124 humans have been killed A function of these passings went in advance the give 

up of August, in decline again-to-decrease lower back shootings at an El Paso Walmart, where 22 people were 

killed, and then, a terrible parcel a decent association significantly less than 14 hours after the fact, in downtown 

Dayton, Ohio, whilst a shooter opened fireplace and killed nine human beings."One may additionally moreover also 

further well ask what the ones games exercises need to do with the primary trouble of human joy. Are there now not 

incessantly those couple of unfortunate spirits a part of the wonderful lion's percentage of truly upbeat individuals 

who, for concept processes that condition their precise sporting activities, visit brutality? What grounds are there to 

look at the ones as signs and side consequences of multiple more profound and extra widespread social disquietude? 

The premise of my rivalry is that the general populace as of late associate bliss with material or money related 

accurately being. The reality that, as Gerd Behrens formerly alluded to numerous years in the beyond (1999:60), the 

dimensions of human improvement – the United international locations Human development Index – fees 

worldwide areas according with skill ability, destiny and in line with capita profits, recommends that an often 

western, materialistically one-sided set of characteristics is typically used to survey what I valid suitable right here 

name human bliss in a giant vibe. Improvement, the remark seemingly states, strategies monetary fulfillment; and 

this, in flip, is idea to deliver pride. In the indistinguishable article Behrens affirmed, anyways, that this 

circumstance is negated with the treasured asset of experimental notwithstanding recounted evidence. As he 

composed (1999): "go to Europe and be beguiled through technique for way of the unsmiling countenances and 

wrinkled temples within the maximum wealthy international regions. Visit Africa and shock at the chuckling and 
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widely recognized cheer, even within the most devastated ones." It may be the situation that nowadays, an extended 

haul later, this has altered uncommonly, in a few different case it may be hard to provide a motivation at the back of 

the rush of transients from Africa (and incredible international spots) to Europe in 2019 without everybody else 

(Gorney 2019). While one thinks about eu worldwide spots' member of the family"  

"riches with that in their African opposite numbers, it could have all the earmarks of being a certification that 

material riches has bounty to do with 'delight', besides a further nuanced signal of what such joy quantities to is 

succeeded on the equivalent time as one counsels the sphere Happiness Index and international Happiness file 

(2019/2016). In 2019 everything of those nations (Finland, Denmark, Norway, Iceland, the Netherlands) recorded 

some of the main five most happy worldwide locations internationally are social law based nations – in which a 

durable social and cash related coverage internet (which include of detached logical administrations and education) 

gives economic and mystic protection to population that they reputedly want liberal law based totally basic areas 

which contain the us. Concerning the closing one might also therefore ask: Is there a backwards connection most of 

the instances that resemble helpful for 'pleasure' (as decided through manner of social majority rule typical spots) 

and the horrible activities within the United Staes, mentioned above – activities which appear to reflect a kind of 

social illness? This inquiry is hard to reply. Permit me nation at the begin, anyhow, that I concur with there might be 

an association among stresses concerning social and cash associated protection and what may additionally likewise 

furthermore actually be characterized as 'pride' on the open door hand, tantamount circumstances in the united states 

of america, as liberal majority rule authorities, do solid mellow at the brutal sporting events alluded to before. I will 

try and installation this association through technique for a speak about the purported 'gutterpunks' in American 

towns and a declaration made by means of methods for a friend of mine sometime within the beyond. The statement 

being cited – made thru a teacher of material information at Middlesex college (U.K.) (an American who emigrated 

to Britain) – have turn out to be that American subculture is "in a harassed US of the united states of breaking 

down". I are becoming bothered by way of manner of the utilization of his assertion – is the United States now not 

the maximum excessive monetarily rich and politically robust vote based totally device, in any event of the 

twentieth century, in any occasion, assuming, underneath Donald Trump as president, that has modified manifestly? 

Be that as it may, step by step, as my personal distractions with questions with reference to social way of 

questioning and the humanities, collectively with television and movie gathering, introduced me into districts 

suitable to the relationship among social exercise and social behavior, I got a few concept into potential tactics 

wherein his announcement can be translated (Olivier 2012.)An American TV software wherein the moderator and a 

studio expectation exhibit had various youthful individuals, so-called 'gutterpunks', as their site visitors, collectively 

with movie chief Penelope Spheeris (The Decline of Western Civilization III; 1998), is considerable proper now. 

From the trades a huge quantity of the moderator and her visitors it changed into apparent that those step by step 

energetic individuals, who continually originated from drastically properly off, (better-consciousness fashion) 

homes, willfully live within the town of urban areas like l. A. – 'inside the canal', so to talk – below what the 

dominant component might also need to likely painting as states of complication. Intentionally! The simple inquiry 

is: Why? Notwithstanding the way that they communicated in English smoothly, and considering a fantastic 

hesitance or sulkiness on their difficulty, none of" Them struck me as being properly-spoken roughly the thought 
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tactics of their takeoff from their parental homes, however some symptomatic proclamations and expressions 

emerged, on the off hazard that not from the studio guests, at that factor from the 'gutterpunks' met by using Spheeris 

in her movie, The Decline of Western Civilization III (1998), extracts of which have been exhibited inside the way 

of the TV software. Those protected feedback like "My oldsters have been flower youngsters at a couple of degree 

inside the Sixties, and have a view them now – the picture of decency!"; and "I discover it difficult to face up to at 

the roads – I can do what I need. It's possibility, man". The rest of the assertion additionally can look like a tired 

rerun of 1000 grabbing articulations of counter-social convictions over the span of the Sixties, besides in the setting 

of a financially blasting the usa, it expected an first-rate significance. Accept about it – what did the flower child 

movement describe? Past the hankering for 'possibility', it meant a dismissal, with the valuable asset of truely a 

whole time, of a greater established innovation's rate-system, mainly as this dismissal changed into caught inside the 

motto, 'Have sex, presently not warfare!' (remember Vietnam, The Graduate, Hair?)  

In my judgment, that is absolutely what's in question now – a dismissal of a fee system, anyway this time I really 

have the sensation that it's far an entire united states of america's qualities which can be being brushed off via the 

usage of those dissidents without a cause. The Eighties found the upward push of the elitist – the more energetic, 

upwardly flexible experts in view of simplest one section – to get rich (graphically caught in Bret Easton Ellis' neo-

agnostic novel, American Psycho; 1991). Long past were the beliefs of possibility – yet defective – of the flower 

kids. What tallied become whether or now not or no longer you drove a BMW, wore a Rolex, had a cell cellphone 

and wore designer articles of apparel. The elitist mindset of the 80s continued into the 90s, and if a couple of 

problem, has been exacerbated within the twenty first century – a cost machine that has ostensibly distanced 

individuals from ordinary social characteristics and unique strategies of residing. (this is quite unmistakable in South 

Africa, wherein the carrot of progress advances and legitimizes the most outrightly materialistic presence inside the 

midst of the most depressing destitution – South Africa is presently appraised the 'finest inconsistent' u.S. Inside the 

global.) My bet is that the gutterpunks, without a placing social or political notion manner, are revolting inside the 

heading of what additionally can externally be portrayed as an in a few different case axiologically unfilled, 

'materialistic' or shopper located technique for approaches of existence.  

Anyway once more: why? Isn't that what every character inside the globalized global targets – cloth riches, apart 

from? Isn't that what the 'philosophy of progress' (Lyotard 1991) elevates each day due to the truth the last 

protection of presence? Anyway the inquiry is: is this legitimization itself defended? My non-public association can 

be consonant with the feelings that the invented Mr Keating – the irregular English educator in Peter Weir's movie, 

inert Poets Society (1989) – stocks with the fellows in his senior English polish, concurrently as he advises them that 

bookkeeping, designing, cure and lots of "others are decent callings and fundamental to look after approaches of 

lifestyles. However, he then components out, they may be currently not what we stay for. With regards to Keating, 

what we continue to be for are "excellence, verse, love… " The truth of the matter is that all people need humanly 

retaining features; this is, values which – regardless of whether or not they were given or upbeat, or at any rate 

(preferably, i'd nation) been analyzed as characteristics to be cherished or regularly completed in one's ways of 

existence – have the uncanny usefulness to confer which means that and rate to the remainder of 1's presence as 

pleasantly. Without them, one's approaches of lifestyles can be what the Germans call aussichtslos - without 
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opportunity, visually impaired, wrong. Materialistic or consumerist esteems (that is, values which is probably 

predicated at the idea that wares, or fabric topics, are the whole lot that subjects, with now not something which rises 

above them) are that way – aussichtslos. Without being set up within the guide – a very delicate one at that – of 

human qualities like love, precise motive, the development of majority rule government or an come upon of 

obligation to at any charge one's kindred human beings, material riches can be vacant, without motive, no matter the 

fact that it appears, by means of all accounts, to be evident to such an quantity that it is self-advocating or self-

sufficient. The gutterpunks of tremendous American city communities have detected – clearly and in a no longer 

very lucid manner – that there is something lacking from their mum and dad' wealthy homes. Also, a great deal 

similar to Benjamin, the enormous man or woman in that age making movie of the 60s, The Graduate, who escapes 

from the commonplace realism of his dad and mom' amigos thru conveying his graduation gift, a scuba outfit, and 

plummeting to the least of the pool, the gutterpunks are deciding on the soil, publicity, hunger and 'opportunity' of 

the metropolis roads in inclination to the vacant solace in their materialistic guardians' houses. Anyway really their 

mother and father love them? A mother of one of the gutterpunks, who come to be being inside the studio target 

market it, asserted as a outstanding association. Is anything however a evaluation, thru and massive, of absence of 

affection for his or her youngsters at the piece of guardians; it's far as an alternative an inquiry, I take delivery of as 

actual with, of a excessive satisfactory defenselessness inside the essence of their children's implausible wishes – the 

form of powerlessness that is the prevent result of profoundly imbued patron conduct blended in with a angle 

constructed in big factor at the concept of the most cliché 'tv approach for methods of lifestyles's – sitcoms, studio 

aim industrial middle communicate demonstrates, and so forth. What those increasingly lively humans are detecting, 

gropingly and indefinitely, yet overpoweringly, is the aimlessness of their way of life. Inside the eighteenth and 

nineteenth hundreds of years the Enlightenment discernment being advanced became as a base combined with a 

concept of what that improvement concerned, rather cutting-edge possibility from scarcity, from nature's oppression, 

and from political tyranny. Today, the 'notion machine of development' is unsustained through using approach for 

something besides financial 'improvement' itself – it is proffered to 'developing' worldwide regions like a shortened 

mantra, as in spite of the reality that it's miles extraordinarily self-helping. Penelope Spheeris, the motion image 

diector who had labored with the gutterpunks honestly taking shape of The Decline of Western Civilization III, said 

that, paying little heed to fact that she had minimum monetary manual for the assembling and the appropriation of 

her movement picture, she expand to be selected to expose" it as appreciably as realistic, due to truth there is by 

using all bills a top notch visible impairment to the developing surprise of the gutterpunk-manner of methods of 

existence in the US.  

On the open door part of the variety, it ought to be conceded, there are (however?) severa extra youthful humans 

that stay whole, and energizing, lives, similar to human beings that discover handicap of people to manipulate the 

intricacy of this tradition, on the alternative choice. Anyway I do not think about that the try and discover at ease 

asylum in the congregation – traditional or fundamentalist – is an correctly enough manner to adapt to the problem. 

It relates to what (Nietzsche 1968: 17) known as 'insufficient' (or indifferent) skepticism, in region of 'entire' (or 

vivacious) agnosticism. 'Inadequate', because of the reality, even considering it recognizes the breakdown of the 

collectible, Platonic-Christian fee gadget, it shrivels decline got here back from the yawning pit that stays, and runs 
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'right now decrease once more into the 'palms of the ministers' which serve this smooth, at the back of the instances 

device as irrespective of the way that not something has altered (Megill 1985: 33-36). The 'whole' agnostic, in 

evaluation, in addition The axiological scene I completely have endeavored to caricature, and which makes a 

surprise really just like the 'gutterpunks' potential, receive a selected layout, with stand-out components acting 

nearby the ones formerly alluded to. I am brooding about predominantly of the maximum extreme modern 

appearances of what Nietzsche called 'fragmented' or 'latent' agnosticism, to be particular the intermingling of 

customer manner of lifestyles with net upheld internet-primarily based social networking internet locales which 

include fb and Twitter, which can be extensive cyberspaces for the distributing of purchaser entrepreneur esteems. 

This has been for sure tried with the helpful asset of Shoshana Zuboff in her superior digital ebook, The upward 

push of Surveillance Capitalism (2019), wherein she proposes that, whilst taking over the appearance of websites 

that increase and inspire verbal change among customers, the ones web locations utilize calculations to assess 

clients' behavior as an method to foreseeing and controlling their online monetary games. On this way it teaches and 

fortifies financial consumerist esteems, inside the system putting in vicinity mystery oversee over clients' behavior. 

These qualities, it appears to me, are consonant with the cliché realism that embodies preferred American way of 

life, apart from that it bears an evil detail of manipulate. 

II. CONCLUSION 
Simply as customer materialism asserts itself in the absence of some element greater – intellectual, modern, 

clinical in the experience of a pursuit of expertise of all elements of lifestyles and of the universe, or spiritual (and 

i’m no longer talking approximately the sham spirituality of prepared religion, that is honestly politics, that is, the 

exercise of electricity, in a one-of-a-kind guise) – so, too, the cult of the optimally informed, toned body asserts 

itself in the absence of an knowledgeable belief that people are complicated unities of a physico-psychical-

intellectual-non secular kind. For this jock-life-style the frame is all that counts, and the highbrow or spiritual length 

of being-human is simply ignored.. And those who sign up on this supposedly excellent price are valorized, 

forgetting that capitalist electricity grows to the diploma that the essential mind is devalued and omitted. I turn out to 

be astonished to witness, inside the route of some different American tv programme, a scientific selling of this cult 

of the frame, wherein erstwhile ‘nerds’ – recognizable as such from effortlessly-displayed pictures in their ‘former 

selves’ – have been given a grand the front, their newly streamlined our bodies demonstrated off to perfection in 

elegant clothes, and introduced to unbelieving ‘former’ pals to illustrate the quantity to which they've controlled to 

satisfy the requirements of health club-culture. Small wonder that students referred to as  ‘goths’ at American 

excessive colleges seem to experience themselves – absolute confidence sometimes with a pleasant feel of being 

honestly certainly one of a type, and once in a while with resentment – as being excluded. Useless to stress, that is a 

extraordinary supply of possible violent reaction inside the shape of the sort of college shootings that befell at 

Columbine high school in the u.S.A., although it desires to be admitted that a complicated array of influences carried 

out a role, on this tragic massacre, which incorporates feasible copycat behaviour on the part of the two perpetrators, 

who admitted to admiring movies depicting violent, indiscriminate massacres (see Columbine excessive faculty 

bloodbath). The factor is, however, that for this sort of massacre to occur, the perpetrators want to be situated in a 

form of axiological wilderness, or vacuum. And it is my competition that this situation has its root inside the 
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ideology of (monetary) development, which ends up inside the overlook of different, that means- and modern 

residing-oriented values. Unless this passive-nihilistic state of axiological poverty had been to be addressed the 

conjunction among material wealth and unhappiness is probably to hold. 
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